We propose a new coherent framework for joint object detection, 3D layout estimation, and object supporting region segmentation from a single image. Our approach is based on the mutual interactions among three novel modules: i) object detector; ii) scene 3D layout estimator; iii) object supporting region segmenter. The interactions between such modules capture the contextual geometrical relationship between objects, the physical space including these objects, and the observer. An important property of our algorithm is that the object detector module is capable of adaptively changing its confidence in establishing whether a certain region of interest contains an object (or not) as new evidence is gathered about the scene layout. This enables an iterative estimation procedure where the detector becomes more and more accurate as additional evidence about a specific scene becomes available. Extensive quantitative and qualitative experiments are conducted on a new in-house dataset [27] and two publicly available datasets [17, 25] , and demonstrate competitive object detection, 3D layout estimation, and object supporting region segmentation results.
Introduction
As more and more powerful object recognition methodologies become available [4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 19, 23, 24, 26, 28] , increasing attention has been devoted to the design of algorithms that go beyond the individual object detection problem and seek to coherently interpret complex scenes such as the one in the center of Fig. 1 . Coherent scene interpretation requires the joint identification of object semantic labels (object classification), the estimation of object 2D/3D location in the physical scene space (2D object localization, depth inference) as well as the estimation of the geometrical structure of the physical space in relationship with the observer. The latter includes the 3D geometry of supporting planes (horizon lines, 3D orientation, vanishing points) and 2D extent of the supporting planes (ground plane region segmentation). Researchers have recognized the value of contextual reasoning as an important tool for achieving coherent scene understanding. Semantic context captures the typical semantic relationship among object classes co-occurring in the same scene category [14, 20, 21, 25 ] (e.g. cars and roads are likely to co-occur within an urban scene). Geometrical context captures typical spatial and geometrical relationships between object classes and c 2010. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms. Figure 1 : The Context Feedback Loop. We demonstrate that scene layout estimation and object detection can be part of a joint inference process. In this process a supporting region segmentation module (RS) and a scene layout estimation module (LE) provides evidence so as to improve the accuracy of an object detector module (OD). In turn, the OD module enables a more robust estimation of the scene layout (supporting planes orientation, camera viewing angle) and improves the localization of the supporting regions.
the scene geometric structure (e.g., a car is likely to be located on top of the road and unlikely to float in the air). These relationships were explored by [1, 12, 17, 18] . In this work, we present a new way to establish the contextual relationship between objects and the scene geometric structure. Specifically, we are interested in modeling the relationship between: i) objects and their supporting surface geometry: Geometrical configuration of objects in space is tightly connected with the geometry (orientation) of the surfaces holding these objects ( Fig. 2 -Intuition 1) ; ii) objects and observer geometry: Object appearance properties such as the scale and pose are directly related to the observer intrinsic (focal length) and extrinsic properties (camera pose and location) ( Fig. 2 -Intuition 2) ; iii) objects and supporting regions: The statistics describing the 2D appearance (features, texture, etc...) of foreground objects are different from those describing the 2D appearance of the supporting surfaces ( Fig. 2 -Intuition 3) .
Following these intuitions, our work's main contributions are: 1. A new coherent framework to model contextual reasoning for object detection, 3D layout estimation, and object supporting region segmentation, which is based on the mutual interactions among three modules: i) object detector; ii) scene 3D layout estimator; iii) object supporting region segmenter (Fig. 1) . The interaction between such modules captures the contextual relationships discussed above. 2. Our approach leverages the information returned by the detector (i.e, class label, object location, scale, and pose) in order to establish such contextual relationship. Thus, it does not require using external holistic or local surface detectors [15, 16] or explicit 3D data [2, 3] . 3. Unlike other methods [14, 20, 21, 25] where the typical co-occurrence between objects and background (e.g., a car on road) is learnt during a training stage and used to provide semantic context, our method exploits the local appearance coherency of objects and supporting surfaces (within a specific image) as well as the typical joint spatial arrangement of objects and supporting surfaces in order to reinforce (or weaken) the presence of objects and segment the object from its supporting surface. 4. The estimation of the scene 3D layout (orientation and location of the supporting planes, location of objects in 3D and camera parameters (focal length)) is carried out from just one un-calibrated single image. 5. Most importantly, we introduce a new paradigm where the object detector module is capable of adaptively changing the confidence in establishing whether a certain region of interest contains an object (or not) as new evidence is gathered from the plane 3D layout estimator and supporting region segmenter. Our method is conceptually different from other methods such as [3, 18] where geometric context only modifies the confidence of the object detector a posteriori (i.e., the detector always produces the same confidence output which is subsequently modified by a geometric context module). This enables an iterative estimation procedure where the detector itself becomes more and more accurate as additional evidence about a specific scene becomes available.
We validated our method against a new in-house dataset [27] (so as to test the system typically lie up-right on the supporting plane. The coherence between object pose and plane normal is used by our algorithm [1] , but not in [12, 17, 18] . (b) Intuition 2: Under the perspective camera model, the size of an object in the 2D image is an inversely proportional function of its distance to the camera when the object pose is fixed. [17, 18] use this relationship too. (c) Intuition 3: The statistics describing the 2D appearance (features, texture, etc...) of foreground objects are different enough from those describing the 2D appearance of the supporting surfaces. Unlike [14, 20, 21, 25] where the typical co-occurrence between objects and background is used to provide semantic context, we exploit the local appearance coherency of objects and supporting surfaces (within a specific image) as well as the typical joint spatial arrangement of objects and supporting surfaces.
level properties of our framework) as well as on existing databases (viz. Label-Me [22] and Office [25] datasets). The experiments demonstrate that our method: i) is scalable to generic scenes (indoors, outdoors) and object categories; ii) achieves state-of-the-art detection results; iii) can successfully infer scene 3D layout information and reason about supporting regions from a single image in challenging and cluttered scenes. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we first describe in detail our object detector, 3D layout estimator, and object supporting region segmenter modules; we then summarize the type of interactions we aim to model. In section 3, we show quantitative and qualitative experimental results on three different datasets. Finally, we draw conclusions in section 4.
Geometrical Context Feedback Loop
In this section we describe in detail the object detector (OD), layout estimator (LE), object supporting region segmenter (RS) modules, and how they act in a coherent fashion (Fig. 1) . The critical building block of our system is the object detector as it generates cues (object scale, location, and pose) that can be fed to the LE and RS modules. We use a novel detector called Depth-Encoded-Hough-Voting (DEHV) which is based on our own work [27] . DEHV has the crucial capability to produce an object detection confidence score which is not just a function of the image local appearance but also a function of the geometric structure of the scene. This is related to the object's likely scale and pose, and the object supporting region (if these pieces of information are available). At the beginning of the inference process (iteration 1 of the loop), no information about object scale, pose, and object supporting region is available so the detector returns a number of detection hypotheses by exploring the complete scale space, all possible object poses, and all background/foreground configurations in the image. Each detection hypothesis is associated to the object location, scale (bounding box) and pose (zenith and azimuth angles). This information is fed to both the LE and RS modules. In turn, the LE module produces an estimate of the layout (that is, local orientation of the object supporting planes, camera pose and focal length). By following intuitions 1 and 2 ( Fig. 2) , this can be done if at least three objects are detected in the image (see the LE modules for details). Moreover, as we shall see in the RS module, using the object's location and the bounding box provided by the detector, the RS module returns segmentation labels which allow us to identify the region surrounding or below the detected object. Following intuition 3 ( Fig. 2) , this can be done by using a superpixel representation to capture local appearance coherency of objects and supporting surfaces and by exploiting the typical joint spatial arrangement of objects (whose location and bounding box is given by the detector) and supporting regions in the image. In turn, the outputs for the LE and RS modules are fed back to the OD module and are used to help reduce the detector's search space. Specifically, local orientation of the supporting planes, camera pose and focal length (returned by LE) simplify the complexity of the scale and pose search space. Moreover, the estimation of the object supporting surface (returned by RS) helps remove spurious patches (features) that are used to build the hough voting score in the DEHV. Overall, the detector leverages these additional pieces of evidence to increase the confidence of true positives and decrease that of false alarms. Object Detector Module (OD). We employ a modified version of the Depth-EncodedHough-Voting (DEHV) object categorical detector [27] . Similar to [19] , the DEHV detector constructs a voting space V (O, x|D) (Eq. 1), where O is object class (i.e. an object category with a unique pose), x is the object's 2D image location and size (i.e. a 2D bounding boxes enclosing the object), and D is the depth information (i.e, the distance from the camera to the object). The voting space V is constructed by collecting probabilistic votes cast by the set of patches describing object class O. Notice that the voting space V (O, x|D) depends on the geometric structure of the scene since the object hypothesis (O, x) is related to D. This novel feature gives DEHV the ability to detect objects whose locations and poses are compatible with the underlying layout of the scene.
Let {C j , d p j , l j } be a set of patch attributes, where C j denotes the appearance of image patch j centered at image location l j , and d p j denotes the distance from the camera center to the corresponding 3D location of a patch. Appearance C j is modeled by a codeword label [5] . Notice that each patch is associated with a physical 3D distance to the camera which affects the size of the patch in 2D. We define V (O, x|D) as the sum of individual contribution over all 3D geometrically consistent images patches, i.e,
The first term p(x|O,C j , d p j , l j ) characterizes the distribution of object location x given the predicted object class O and patch attributes {C j , d p j , l j }. The second term, p(O|C j ) captures the probability that each codeword belongs to an object class O. Finally, p(d p j |l j ) models the uncertainty of the depth information of patch j. For details on how to learn p(x|O,C j , d p j , l j ) and p(O|C j ) see [27] . p(d p j |l j ) can be initialized as a uniform distribution (no depth information is available at the beginning of the loop).
One of the main contributions of this paper is that the detector can modify its behavior as knowledge about the scene layout and the object supporting plane are available. The RS module provides knowledge about the supporting region and affects p(O|C j ). The LE module provides knowledge about the scene layout and affects p(d p j |l j ). We replace p(O|C j ) with p(O|C j , f g j , S) = p(O|C j )p( f g j |S), where p( f g j |S) is the probability that the image patch j comes from a foreground region (i.e, f g j = 1) and we define S as a collection of probabilities for each pixel belonging to a supporting region averaged over a number of segmentation hypotheses (see RS module for details). Thus, in the first iteration, p( f g j |S) is one for every image patch since the 2D extent of the supporting region is unknown. After the first iteration, p( f g j |S) can be computed as the average probability that each pixel within the image patch j does not belong to a supporting region. This probability is estimated by RS and allows to reduce the importance of patches that are likely to belong to the supporting region.
Similarly, in order to explicitly incorporate knowledge about the scene layout, the term p(d p j |l j ) is calculated as follows:
where L captures the scene layout and is defined as ({L i = (n, η)}, f ); and t i j is the distance from the 3D location of the image patch j to the ith plane parameterized by its normal direction n and camera height η (See LE module for detail). Notice that, in the first iteration, p(d p j |l j , L) is uniformly distributed among a finite range of depths. After the first iteration, knowledge about the layout allows to estimate the probability that image patch j is located at depth d p j from the camera. Overall, more accurate estimates of p(d p j |l j , L) and p(O|C j , f g j , S) will result in reducing the noise in the voting space V (O, x|D) and, in turn, reducing the number of false detections produced by the detector.
To summarize, DEHV takes into account the supporting region segmentation S by removing votes from background image patches to the space V (O, x|D) . Furthermore, the uncertainty of the corresponding depth d p j of each image patch j is reduced by iteratively estimating the underlying surface layout L. Hence, the noise in the voting space V (O, x|D) is reduced and the number of false detections decreases. Notice that the detection hypotheses {O, x} may also be further pruned by checking if the object bounding box x is consistent with the underlying layout information L (similarly to [17] ). Similar to [1] , the detector is modified to return an estimate of the depth d o (distance) of each candidate object along with an estimate of the object zenith pose φ (Fig. 3 (b) ). This information is used by the LE module.
3D Layout Estimator Module (LE).
The goal of the 3D layout estimator is to estimate the 3D layout L associated with a single image from candidate object detections. Our LE module is built upon [1] and uses Hough voting to robustly gather evidence for the 3D layout. As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , L contains the camera focal length f and a set of supporting planes {L i } each parameterized by camera height η and 3D orientation n, where (n, η) specifies a unique plane in 3D 1 . Notice that the orientation n is a normalized vector such that n 2 = n 2 1 + n 2 2 + n 2 3 = 1. We use intuitions 1 and 2, and formulate the plane estimation problem as a probabilistic hough-voting problem. Each candidate object detection O j , x j , φ j , d o j casts votes for a set of camera focal length { f } and supporting plane {n, η}. A hough voting space Q is constructed with axes associated with the plane's orientation n, the camera height h, and the focal length f . The individual contributions over all candidate object detections {O, x, φ , d o } are accumulated onto the voting space Q(n, η,
is the normalized object detection score V (O j , x j ) from the detector, and p(n, η, f |O j , x j , φ j , d o j ) is the probability that the jth object detection {O j , x j , φ j , d o j } is supported by different planes parameterized by (n, f , η). See technical report (http://www.eecs.umich.edu/~sunmin) for details on how p(n, η, f |O j , x j , φ j , d o j ) is computed. As a result, geometrically consistent detections contribute to high peaks in the layout voting space Q and each peak is associated to a possible supporting plane (n, η) holding objects in the scene. Notice that the layout is estimated from noisy detections and that multiple supporting planes can be nicely handled by our framework. Afterwards, the estimated layout L = ({n, η}, f ) is fed to the detector to further reduce the uncertainty of the patches' depth distribution p(d p j |l j ), as already described in Eq. 2. Supporting Region Segmenter Module (RS). Following the observation that the supporting region is likely to have consistent appearance in the surrounding of the object and following intuition 3, our RS module is capable of segmenting out the object from its supporting surface. We use a superpixel decomposition to identify regions with consistent appearance. Specifically, we adopt the multiple segmentation approach [16] , to decompose the images into multiple groups of regions. Thus the image is first grouped into superpixels [9] , then the multiple segmentation hypotheses H = {h j } of groups of superpixels is generated similarly to [16] (Fig. 3 (a) ), where a group of superpixels defines a region r. We model the intuition 3 by introducing the statistics described below. Such statistics capture the joint typical spatial arrangement of objects (whose location and bounding box are given by the detector) and the object supporting regions in the image. Using these statistics, superpixels can be eventually labeled as supporting regions or not. Based on the candidate object detections {x, O}, our statistics are: S1: The median detection confidence of those candidate object detections that sufficiently overlap with a candidate supporting region 2 . Intuitively, the lower the statistic, the likelier the region belongs to a supporting region ( Fig. 4 (b) ). S2: The 95th percentile of the detection confidence of the candidate object detections supported by the image region. Intuitively, the higher the statistic, the likelier the region belongs to a supporting region (  Fig. 4 (c) ). Using the designed statistics, we train a logistic regression classifier to predict 1 A 3D point q ∈ R 3 lies on the plane if q T n = h 2 When the area of the intersection between the foreground region (fg) and the object bounding box over the area of the object bounding box is bigger than 0.5, the object is considered as sufficient overlap with the foreground region. (d) shows that the performance of our full system asymptotically converges to a steady state. the probability P(y|r, {x, O}) which captures how likely the region r, which contains a group of superpixels, belongs to a supporting region (i.e. y = 1) or not. By averaging out the contribution of each segmentation hypothesis, we obtain the probability of a superpixel i belonging to a supporting region (i.e, P(y i |{x, O}, I) = ∑ n j P(y i |h j (i), {x, O})P(h j (i)|I)). 3 Notice, I is the image, h j (i) is the image region including the ith superpixel in the jth segmentation hypothesis. Notice that the output of the logistic regression P(y i |h j (i), {x, O}) is weighted by P(h j (i)|I) which indicates the probability that h j (i) is an image region with the same class. Given the probability that each superpixel belongs to a supporting region P(y i |{x, O}, I), and the mapping between pixel index to superpixel index, we obtain the probability (confidence) s that each pixel belongs to a supporting region. Finally, we denote by S the collection of probabilities {s 1 , s 2 , . . . } for all pixels in the image. This allows to calculate the probability p( f g|S) that an image patch does not belong to the supporting region.
Context Feedback Loop. Our framework starts from only object detection and pose estimation results. Hence, the OD returns the first set of candidate results without using any prior information about the scene 3D layout and supporting region segmentation (Fig. 5 (a) ). Given the initial, possibly noisy, detections and pose estimations, the LE generates an estimation of the possible layout parameters L which can be further used to improve detection ( Fig. 5 (b) ). Similarly, the RS takes the noisy detection results to estimate the likely location of the supporting region which can be further used to improve detection (Fig. 5 (c) ). In practice, LE and RS act simultaneously and contribute to improve detection accuracy which in turn yield more accurate layout and supporting region estimates (Fig. 5 (d) ). The system gradually converges into a steady state where the final object detection, pose estimation, layout estimation, and supporting region segmentation results are consistent with each other. Although we do not have a theoretical proof of convergence, experimental results suggest that such a point of convergence exists in most cases.
Loop Iterations e n (radius) e η (%) e f (%) e FA seg (%) Table 1 : Estimation errors of surface layout parameters (n, η, f ), and supporting regions. The first three columns show the errors of the estimated surface normal e n , camera height e η , and surface normal e f . Each of the errors are defined as follows: e n = arccos (n est n gt ), e η = ηest −ηgt ηest
, and e f = fest − fgt fest , where subscript labels est and gt indicate estimated and ground truth values respectively. The last two columns reports two types of segmentation errors: e FA seg and e MS seg are the amount to which the segmenter mistakenly predicts a foreground region as supporting region and the segmenter misses the truth supporting region, respectively. In detail, let I P denote the supporting region predicted by our model, I SR denote the ground-truth supporting region, and I F denote the ground truth foreground objects. We define e FA seg = datasets (Labelme) [22] (so as to compare our performance with the state-of-the-art method [17] ) and the office dataset [25] . Anecdotal results on these 3 datasets are shown in Fig. 8 . Table- top Object Dataset. We test our system on the in-house table-top object dataset proposed in [27] which contains three common table-top object categories: mice, mugs, and staplers, where each image comes with depth information collected using a structure-light stereo camera. This allows us to obtain the ground truth 3D layout and supporting plane segmentation. We follow the training procedure described in [27] to train the DEHV detector using 200 images with their corresponding 3D information. The remaining 80 images are used for testing. Each image from either training or testing sets contains 3 ∼ 5 object instances in random poses and locations 4 . During the testing stage, we only use 2D images and all the 3D information is inferred by our algorithm. Fig. 6 shows the overall Precision Recall curve (i.e, combining three classes). Table 1 further shows the accuracy in estimating the layout parameters (n, η, f ) and segmenting the supporting region. Both Table 1 and Fig. 6 (d) demonstrate that the feedback loop is effective in improving i) object detection performance, ii) 3D layout estimation and supporting region segmentation. Label-Me Outdoor Dataset. We compare our system with another state-of-the-art method [17] that uses geometrical contextual reasoning for improving object detection rates and estimating scene geometrical properties such as the horizon line. The experiment is conducted on ∼ 100 images that include at least 3 cars in any single image from Label-Me dataset provided by [17] 5 . The training images for our detector are extracted from Pascal 2007 cars training set [6] . Fig. 7 (a) compares the detection performance of our full model at different iterations with [17] . Similar to [18] , our work shows that geometric context provides high-level cues to iteratively improve detection performance. Notice that our algorithm: i) does not require the estimation of horizontal or vertical planes as it extracts spatial contextual information from the object itself (enabling our algorithm to work even if the ground plane is not visible at all); ii) it works even if objects are supported by multiple planes located at different heights with respect to the camera. We further evaluate the performance of our proposed supporting region segmenter in Fig. 7 (b) . The detection performance using our segmenter (AP=27.6%) is comparable to performance (AP=28.8%) using the supporting region provided by [17] and ground truth bounding boxes. Our proposed segmenter is also flexible in that it can easily incorporate ground plane segmentation results provided by [17] (a) shows the results after applying the full system from iteration 1 to 5 on labelme dataset. Panel (b) shows average detection precision (on LabelMe) using (1) the baseline detector, (2) our supporting RS module, (3) supporting regions provided by [16] as an additional cue to our RS module, (4) supporting regions provided by [16] plus ground truth object bounding boxes. Panel (c) shows the results using full system form iteration 1 to 6 on the office dataset [25] . Notice the improvement of almost 8%.
as an additional cue. This leads to the best detection performance AP= 28.4%. We further evaluate the performance of our 3D layout estimation algorithm by comparing the estimated vanishing lines (i.e, corresponding to the most confident plane estimated by our full algorithm) with the ground truth vanishing lines. At the first iteration, the relative L 1 error 6 is 6.6%. And at the final (5th) iteration , the relative L 1 error is 4.2%.
Office Dataset. We used the office dataset [25] for additional evaluation. 150 images are randomly selected for training and the remaining 54 images (which contain at least 3 objects of interest) are used for testing. Average overall detection performances for mouse, screen, and keyboard are shown in Fig. 7 (c) . Typical examples are shown in the last row of Fig. 8 .
Conclusion
We have presented a framework for jointly detecting objects, estimating the scene layout and segmenting the supporting surfaces holding these objects. Our approach is built upon an iterative estimation procedure wherein the object detector becomes more and more accurate as evidence about the scene 3D layout and the object supporting regions become available and vice versa. Quantitative and qualitative experimental results on both indoor (table-top [27] , [25] ) and outdoor [17] dataset demonstrated our theoretical claims.
